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Yo, yo yo yo yo yo
Yo yo, yeah yeah
Ex beat
We find it
Yo yo
Yo, yo yo yo yo yo
Yo yo, yeah yeah
We find it
This time we find it

Tell right now we find it
Ready for sign it
How bout little girl I'm whine it
Too little and tiny
Cute... I'm shine it
Girl with the... 
Some of tell em we find it
Ready for sign it
How bout little girl... I'm whine it
She little and tiny
Cute and shine
Girl... combine it

Let me tell you 21 forever know
She act like forever she a boss
Like... she a big... big sign from set up... come on
Hot like... see young girl I'm just... 
Girl might... it's on
... my letter make feel better and I'm pretty but... 

2 x chorus:
Come and find it ready for sign it
How bout little girl... I'm whine it
She little and tiny
Cute... and shiny
Girl... combine it

Come and tell it for the first time we see
For the first time we... the seat
I'ma chop up the beat... the girl know me... 
Then make em feel complete
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We're thinking of the girl we... 
All night, all night on the... 
... the girl it... so fly
All night we are do it and alright we find it

2 x chorus:
Come and find it ready for sign it
How bout little girl... I'm whine it
She little and tiny
Cute... and shiny
Girl for me... combine it

... might girl feel it... 
In the... belly and... 
My girl feel like she can raise
The country up
Me of a kind check for my girl
Feel up so... not... 
So we gone... are we... 
... block your... 

[2 x chorus:]

Yo, yo yo yo yo yo
Yo yo, yeah yeah
We find it
This time we find it
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